COMPANY/FAMILY OUTING PACKAGE

It's that time of the year. A time when we reward our staff for their contributions and commitments throughout the year. If you are looking for an eventful and fun-filled day at the beach, then the secluded beach at Copthorne Orchid Hotel Penang will be the perfect venue.
The hotel has designed a complete package that will leave the organizers with nothing to worry about.

RM80 nett per person (minimum 30 persons)

- One Morning or Afternoon Coffee/Tea break (with 3 snacks)
- One Buffet Lunch
- Beach Telematch (up to 5 games) · Free flow of Orange Cordial during Telematch
- PA system and CD player

* Children aged from 1-3 years old is free of charge, 4-11 years old will be charged at 60% of above rate
* Above rate is inclusive of 10% service charge and 6% goods & services tax
* Valid till 31 December 2017
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MEETING PACKAGE

Half Day Package
RM80 nett
per person per day inclusive of:
- Complimentary usage of meeting room
- One coffee/tea break with 3 snacks
- Specially prepared lunch

Terms and conditions
- Applicable to a minimum of 25 persons
- Above packages inclusive of use of whiteboard, flipchart and writing materials
- Above rates are nett, inclusive of 10% service charge and 6% goods & services tax
- Valid till 31 December 2017
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Full Day Package
RM95 nett
per person per day inclusive of:
- Complimentary usage of meeting room
- Two coffee/tea break with 3 snacks
- Specially prepared lunch

Terms and conditions
- Applicable to a minimum of 25 persons
- Above packages inclusive of use of whiteboard, flipchart and writing materials
- Above rates are nett, inclusive of 10% service charge and 6% goods & services tax
- Valid till 31 December 2017
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